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Abstract 

By nature, wars are the component instrument and it is fundamentally political. The parts 

involved in war should concentrate all their energy towards the final aim: victory. 

Recently, wars become smaller than before but even so, they seem to be more intense 

and vicious as always. The local actors’ revolt in civil wars to achieve their diverse goals. 

The Middle East wanted for once beginning the wave of rebellion against their ruling 

regimes. The wave is called as “Arab Spring” and it has led to demonstrate plenty of pro-

democracy changes across the whole Middle East continent within a short period. For 

decades currently, the international actors tried to bring an end state to civil wars through 

negotiated settlements instead of the military approach. Find a peaceful solution to the 

Syrian conflict seems very difficult. The economic, political or cultural issues do not 

seem to be viable barriers to a winning negotiated agreement and a mediation method 

has already been initiated inside Syria´s case. Therefore, the objective of this is to 

determine why a negotiated settlement has not been found in Syrian war. And also, to 

identify the importance of the use of non - violence negotiation approach rather than a 

military approach to the Syrian Civil War. The research takes up a descriptive analysis 

method under the qualitative approach to that end it gathers secondary data that assess 

conflict situation of Syria. The research findings manifest that how some actors had 

influenced to the development of the conflict making use of their status on the national 

and international stage. And also, conflict from different perspectives have been 

disclosed additional reasons that contribute to the failure of the negotiation process in 

Syria. Therefore, there should be a proper mechanism to bring a successful non-violence 

approach for Syrian war. If the negotiated application can be succeeded within this civil 

war, its results will be answerable for other same situations in the world. 
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